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Aventus is the Nordex’s solution for lighting
highways, turn-offs, main streets, freeways
and car parks.
Aventus is created to answer to the aesthetical,
mechanical and lighting needs of our customers.
This elegant and innovative design can be used
in a variety of urban landscapes and the two
different models make it suitable for every kind
of installation.

AVENTUS 2
®

The cover can easily accommodate a
photocell.

Internal gaskets are made of antiageing,
tropicalised and weather resistant silicon
rubber so ensuring trouble free use.

All hardwares are corrosion resistant
stainless steel and the fastening clip is
stainless steel to AISI 304.

The reflector is made of hydro formed
0.90mm high purity aluminium (99.85%),
electrically brightened, anodised and
chemically treated giving an improved
distribution.

The socket housing is made of die-cast
aluminium alloy. This socket can be adjusted
for horizontal mounting with degrees of
adjustment in between. This gives precise
control over photometric performance.

The optic and control gear compartment are
IP66 (completely watertight) for protection
against humidity and adverse weather
conditions.

The body, cover and spigot fixing are made
of high-quality die-cast aluminium alloy and
finished in corrosion resistant polyester
powder coat paint (RAL 9007), applied
over a chromate conversion coating giving
an extended service life.

Pre-wired control gear is incorporated on
a single piece gear tray for ease of
installation and maintenance.

The color can be customized on request

In-line disconnecting switch assures that the
electrical circuit is automatically disconnected
when the luminaire is open.

The spigot fixing
adapter is reversible
and allows the
adjustment of the
lantern from 0° to
+15° for vertical
mounting and from
0° to -20° for
horizontal mounting,
both in steps of 5°.
The spigot fixing is
Ø 60 mm.

Optic control in the photometric laboratory

AVENTUS 1
®

Lamp replacement
is easily achieved
by releasing two
lateral screws and
rotating the lamp
holder housing.

The pre-wired
control gear tray is
also easily removed
should this be
necessary by
loosening two finger
tightened knobs.

Body, cover and spigot fixing: die-cast aluminium alloy
powder coated in polyester powder (RAL 9007).
Cover glass: Thermally toughened 4 mm. flat glass or curved
glass.

Socket: E27 or E40 for Aventus 1,
E40 for Aventus 2.
Electrical accessories: Galvanised pre-wired gear tray.

Pole fixing: post-top (from 0° to +15°) and side entry (from 0° to
-20°) suitable for Ø 60 mm spigots.

Electrical insulation class: I

Reflector: high purity aluminium (99.85%), electrically brightened,

Protection degree: IP 66

anodised and chemically treated.

Optic type: cut-off and semi cut-off.

Fixings: stainless steel AISI 304.

Wind exposed surface:

Gaskets: antiageing, tropicalised and weather resistant silicon

Aventus 2 flat glass: 0,1056 m2

rubber.

Aventus 2 curved glass: 0,1170 m2
Aventus 1 flat glass: 0,0743 m2
Aventus 1 curved glass: 0,0789 m2
Designed in accordance with the standards EN 60598-1, EN 60598-2-1, EN 60598-2-3.

AVENTUS 1
FLAT GLASS

CURVED GLASS

WIRING

LAMPHOLDER

WEIGHT KG.

NX8310

NX8410

EMPTY

E27

5,40

NX8320

NX8420

EMPTY

E40

5,40

NX8311

NX8421

70W HPS w/o Ignitor

E27

6,70

NX8312

NX8422

70W HPS c/w Ignitor

E27

6,80

NX8319

NX8419

100W HPS

E40

6,80

NX8315

NX8425

150W HPS

E40

7,60

NX8313

NX8423

70W MBI

E27

6,80

NX8314

NX8424

100W MBI

E40

6,80

NX8321

NX8431

150W MBI

E40

7,60

NX8318

NX8428

80W MBF

E27

6,50

NX8316

NX8426

125W MBF

E27

6,50

NX8317

NX8427

80-125W MBF

E27

6,50

H: (mt.) Mounting height
D: (mt.) Pole distance
W: (mt.) Roadway width

LAMP

Tilt: Boom inclination
Eav: (lux) Average illuminance
Lav: (cd/m2) Average luminance

U0: (Lmin/Lav) Overall uniformity
Ti%: Threshold increment

AVENTUS 2
FLAT GLASS

CURVED GLASS

WIRING

NX8520

NX8620

EMPTY

LAMP

LAMPHOLDER
E40

WEIGHT KG
7,5

NX8522

NX8622

150W HPS

E40

9,7

NX8523

NX8623

250W HPS

E40

10,5

NX8524

NX8624

400W HPS

E40

12,25

NX8534

NX8625

250W MBI

E40

10,5

NX8535

NX8635

400W MBI 4,20A

E40

12,25

NX8536

NX8636

400W MBI 3,40A

E40

10,5

NX8544

NX8644

250W MBF

E40

9,6
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The company is constantly developing and improving its products. All descriptions, illustrations, drawings and specifications in this publication present only general particulars and shall not form any part of any contract. The right is
reserved to change specifications without prior notification or public announcement. All goods supplied by the company are supplied subject to the Company’s general Condition of Sale, a copy of which is available on request.
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